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SENSES. The special senses comprise
those organs, sensory nerves and brain cen-
ters which respond only to special stimuli.
In the order of their complexity they are
(1) touch, temperature, and pain; (2) the
muscular sense; (3) taste; (4) smell; (5)
hearing-, and (6) sight. The organs of special
sense bring to their respective brain centers
impulses which these centers alone can
translate, and this translation gives us our
knowledge of sights, sounds, etc. It is sup-
posed by some physiologists that the nerve
impulses are all alike and that the different
interpretations are due solely to the lo-
cations of the brain centers; but there is
no definite knowledge as to the method by
which the impulses conveyed to the brain
from the different organs are translated into
mental impressions. That these impressions
are wholly due to the brain centers is cer-
tain. A blow on the back of the head, or the
stimulation of the optic nerve by electricity
will cause a sensation of light in the darkest
room. Each sense organ contains the end
of a sensory nerve. Each sensory nerve
gives just one kind of a response. If the
auditory nerve is stimulated by pressure or
by an electrical stimulus, a sound will be
heard. A hot needle will feel cold if it is
place on a cold sense spot.
The sense organs for touch, heat, cold,
and pain, may be found in various places
in the skin. Their frequency varies. The
fingertip has many "touch spots" close to-
gether. The back of the heel has few touch
spots. If you take a very fine pointed in-
strument and touch different places on your
arm with it, you will see that it may feel
hot, cold, painful, or just give a sensation
of pressure. The muscle or kinaesthetic
sense organs are located in the muscles,
tendons, or joints. These give rise to the
sensations of movement and bodily position.
The sense of taste is located on the surface
of the tongue. Different parts of the tongue
are sensitive to the four different tastes,
sweet, sour, salt, and bitter.
Hearing and sight are very highly local-
ized; hearing in the ear, and sight in the
retina of the eye. They are very complex
and psychologists are not agreed upon the
exact way in which they function.
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 SENSITIVE PLANT, sen'sitiv, a plant
native to south America, so called because at
the approach of night or when shaken or
roughly handled its leaflets fold over each
other in pairs and each of the leafstalks
bends toward the stem as if shrinking from
its intruder. At sunrise, or when undisturbed,
the leaves gradually unfold and recover their
normal state. Many species of different
families show similar sensitiveness in lesser
degree.
SEOUL, or SEFL, sa ool', the capital of
the Japanese province of Chosen, or Korea,
situated on the north bank of the Seoul River,
about three miles north of the Han River and
about nineteen miles northeast of Chemulpo,
its port on the Yellow Sea. The two cities
are connected by rail, and there is also rail
communication between Seoul and the cities
of Fusan and" Wiju. Seoul has been the
capital of Chosen over 600 years. It has
the narrow streets and mean houses so com-
mon in Oriental countries, but is slowly
being modernized, and now possesses electric
lighting, telegraph and telephone service and
electric street transportation. There are few
buildings of interest besides the Roman
Catholic cathedral, the ancient royal palace
and a temple to Confucius. Population,
1921, 250,308. See chosen".
SEPARATOR, cbeah.   See cream sep-
AKATOR.
SETIA, the name of a cuttlefish, also of
a pigment used by painters to produce a
beautiful brown color prepared from the
secretion of an organ in the cuttlefish, called
the ink bag. The original black color is
changed to brown by dissolving in caustic
potash. This solution, after boiling and fil-
tering, forms the sepia of commerce- The
black coloring1 matter obtained from the ink
bags is marketed, after undergoing several
processes, as India ink. See ctjotplbfish ;
india ink.
SE'POY, a native British Indian soldier*
The Sepoys who are o-f practically every
race and tribe in India, have been a part of
the British forces since the middle of the
eighteenth century, and except at the time
of the rebellion (1857) have always been
loyal to England- There are now about
140,000 Sepoys in the British service, offi-
cered by both natives and Europeans. They
are courageous, temperate and h»!rd fighters
and are an important part of the British
army in India. See sepoy rebel&xqk.

